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No two humans have the same identical DNA sequence 
(except for identical twins); however, we share about 
99.99% of our DNA sequence with all other humans. 
We are all the same and unique at the same time. 
That’s one of the dilemmas of being human.

A few years ago, I went to a fortune teller. I suppose I had 
more money in my wallet than I had good sense, but my 
desire to know my future was compelling enough that 
it warranted me handing over my money and asking 
her to tell me what my future held. She said a few things 
that I suppose she would have predicted for anyone—I’m 
passionate about what I do; I enjoy the outdoors, and 
there are many who watch me, silently wishing they could 
have what I have. However, there are a few things she told 
me, very personal things, that I am still waiting to come 
true. After that experience of peering into my future, it has 
occurred to me that I am in a profession that does exactly 
that—predict the future. Let me explain.

My background is in human genetics.  You are probably 
aware that packaged inside almost every cell in our bodies 
are a blueprint of information that define us. 

That information is stored in our DNA.  There are four 
bases of DNA: adenine, thymine, cytosine, and guanine.  
It is the sequence of these bases that determines the 
structure and function of proteins in our cells.  Proteins 
determine what we will look like, and in some measure, 
what diseases we will suffer from. We inherit half of our 
DNA from our mothers and half from our fathers. No two 
humans have the same identical DNA sequence (except for 
identical twins); however, we share about 99.99% of our 
DNA sequence with all other humans. We are all the same 
and unique at the same time. That’s one of the dilemmas  
of being human.

Traits run in the family. How many times has someone 
commented to us that we look or act just like our fathers, 
mothers, siblings, grandfathers, or grandmothers? We have 
been able to track certain traits that run in families and 
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I teach a Foundations course called “DNA: Genetic 
Identity, Disease, Design” (FDSCI 205). For many years, 
I’ve conducted an anonymous poll towards the end of 
the semester in which I asked the students, “If you could 

sequence your genome and find out 
today what susceptibility genes you 
have that might influence your cause 
of death at a future date, would you 
want to know now?” I found that 
about 50% of the students responded 
(consistently each semester) that yes, 
they would want to know. When I 
probed further to find out why, they 
usually responded with answers like, 

“I want to prepare myself emotionally 
and financially,” or “I want to get my 
life in order now,” or “I want to make 
family memories now so that others 
will remember me when I’m gone.”  
As nice as all of these reasons are, my 
next question usually is, “Wouldn’t 
you do that anyway, regardless if you 
live another year or 100 years?” This 
has led me to consider my own life 
and choices. How often do I postpone 

forgiving another, nurturing a relationship, or developing a 
talent because I’ve decided that “There’s always tomorrow.” 

make predictions about the recurrence of those traits in 
future generations. This is where dominant and recessive 
inheritance comes in. Genetics, in general, is a field of 
biology that prides itself on the ability to determine the 
probability of future outcomes.  Yet, 
despite our ability to predict what may 
happen, we have historically been, for 
the most part, powerless to do much 
about it. But all that has now changed.

The Human Genome Project (HGP) 
began in 1989 as a 15-year federally 
funded project whose goal was to 
sequence all 3.2 billion bases of DNA 
that make us human.  Because of a 
global effort on sequencing DNA, 
results from the HGP came in before 
the deadline and under budget! In 
2001, the final draft of the human 
DNA sequence was made freely 
accessible on a public website.  As of 
this publication, there are over 200,000 
humans worldwide who have had their 
entire genome sequenced.  Having 
information about what genetic 
diseases lie hidden away in our cells 
has never been as freely available as it is today. And yet, I 
wonder if many of us really want to know what defines us?

The cover of TIME magazine, Dec. 13, 2012. 

The Human Genome Project can provide 

information about what our future holds.

Sequencing is carried out by tagging each of the 4 DNA bases with a different fluorescent dye. As DNA migrates through a  

separating matrix, each peak of color indicates which base is present. The color of each dye is detected by a laser beam and read  

directly into a computer. (Photo courtesy of author)
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(her mother had died of breast cancer when she was 42 
years old). After her mastectomy, my cousin lived for 
decades, cancer free, until she died of peritoneal cancer at 
the age of 78. My mother had always been concerned about 
her risk of developing breast cancer, but there were no tests 
available back in the 1970’s for her to find out if she had 
the same mutation that her aunt passed on to her cousin. It 
was this same BRCA1 mutation that Angelina Jolie tested 
positive for in 2014. Ms. Jolie was told that because she had 
the common BRCA1 mutation, she had a lifetime risk of 
87% of having breast or ovarian cancer. That probability 
was so high that she chose to have her breasts and ovaries 
removed to decrease her chances of cancer.  

 
 

Maybe what’s important here is not that I know what 
diseases I am likely to suffer from in the future, but rather 
that I live today as if tomorrow would never come.

The availability of DNA sequences from so many 
humans is now having an impact on how we treat diseases. 
A new field of medicine is now upon us; it is called 
personal genomics. It allows us to find out if we harbor 
genes that would predispose us to any disease influenced 
by DNA, and we are learning that almost every disease is 

influenced by DNA. You may ask, “What about bacterial 
infections like Strep throat? Surely, a disease caused by 
bacteria can not be influenced by my own DNA.” On the 
contrary, our immune system influences if the disease will 
take hold after we are infected, and the immune system 
is influenced by genetics. With that in mind, we are now 
identifying genes that predispose us to Parkinson’s disease, 
diabetes, heart disease, all forms of cancer, and a host of 
other complex diseases.  All of these diseases consist of 
both genetic and environmental factors. We inherit DNA 
at the time of conception and there’s very little we can do 
to alter the DNA sequence; however, lifestyle risk factors 
play a role in the severity of the disease as well as the age at 
which symptoms begin to appear, and there is something 
that we can do to control those environmental factors. As 
we become more and more aware of the specific DNA 
variants for disease, having a personal genome sequence 
provides us with information about how susceptible we 
may be for some of these diseases. This, then, gives us 
something to target by way of intervention. 

This hits close to home for me. My cousin was diagnosed 
with breast cancer at the age of 38, and one of her breasts 
was removed at that time. She later learned that she had the 
BRCA1 mutation which she had inherited from her mother 

The mystique of seeing into 
the future is now possible by 
peering into cells and reading 
the DNA sequence.  

Hena Jelinek (right) and her mother, Stella (left), 1949.  

Both women have the BRCA1 mutation, but at the time the photo 

was taken, neither of them knew that tumors had begun to grow 

inside their bodies, tumors that would ultimately take Stella’s  

life 2 years later. (Photo courtesy of Henriette Luszeck) 
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She now lives with a 5% lifetime risk of developing breast / 
ovarian cancer. The unpredictability that my mother faced 
in the past has now given way to the knowledge of what is 
packed away inside our DNA. 

Having this knowledge provides us with more options. 
For example, we may choose to undergo annual screening 
for tumor detection, in hopes of finding the tumors while 
they are still small and easily removed by surgery. The same 
can be said of most other diseases that develop later in life. 
If we know that we have inherited a genetic predisposition 
to a disease, we have power over the lifestyle we live that 
may enhance or reduce the risk of developing that disease.

Personal genomics is upon us. Perhaps the next time 
we visit our health care provider for a medical check-up, 
he or she may ask for a blood sample to be sent off for 
DNA sequencing. The doctor will use this information to 
prescribe an appropriate treatment, such as specific drugs 
and dosages based on our DNA sequence. He or She may 

use this information to recommend annual tests to detect 
early symptoms of the disease. This information will be 
stored in our digital medical record and will follow us for 
the rest of our lives. 

Few of us believe that peering into a crystal ball can 
provide details about what the future holds. The magic 
behind seeing into the future seemed to be just that: magic. 
The mystique of seeing into the future is now possible 
by peering into cells and reading the DNA sequence. We 
inherited our DNA sequence at conception, and there’s 
almost nothing we can do to change that.  However, we  
will always have the power to decide if we will allow DNA 
to define us. t


